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Installation artist, Antoine Schmitt creates artworks in the form of objects, installations and live
performances to address the processes of movement in all of their modalities. He questions
their intrinsic problematic, in terms of plastic, philosophical or social nature. Heir of kinetic art
and cybernetic art and nourished by metaphysical science-fiction, he endlessly investigates the
dynamic interactions between human nature and the nature of reality. Originally a programming
engineer specialized in human computer interactions and artificial intelligence, he uses computer
programming — as contemporary artistic material, unique by its active quality — at the heart of
his artwork to reveal and literally manipulate the forces at stake. With a minimal and precise
aesthetics, he asks the question of movement, its causes and its shapes. Antoine Schmitt has
started to articulate this approach with other established artistic practices like music, dance,
architecture, literature or cinema, and has thus collaborated with Franck Vigroux, Atau Tanaka,
Vincent Epplay, Jean-Jacques Birgé, Delphine Doukhan, K.Danse, Patrice Belin, Don Nino,
Cubenx, Alberto Sorbelli, Matthew Bourne, Hortense Gauthier... As theoretician, speaker and
editor of the gratin.org portal, Antoine Schmitt explores the field of programmed art.
His work has received several awards in international festivals : transmediale (Berlin, second
prize 2007, honorary 2001), Ars Electronica (Linz, second prize 2009), UNESCO International
Festival of Video-Dance (Paris, first prize online 2002), Vida 5.0 (Madrid, honorary 2002),
CYNETart (Dresden, honorary 2004), medi@terra (Athens, first prize 1999), Interférences
(Belfort, first prize 2000), and has been exhibited among others at the Centre Georges
Pompidou (Paris), at Musée des Arts Décoratifs (Paris), at Sonar (Barcelona), at Ars Electronica
(Linz), at the CAC of Sienna (Italy), at the Musée d’Art Contemporain de Lyon (France), in Nuits
Blanches (Paris, Amiens, Metz, Bruxelles and Madrid). It is part of the collections of the
foundations Artphilein (CH), Fraenkel (USA), Meeschaert (FR) and Société Générale (FR), of the
Espace Gantner (Bourogne, FR), of the Cube (Issy-Mx, FR), of the Paris Municipal Contemporary
Art Fund (FMAC),...
Antoine Schmitt is represented by Galerie Charlot (Paris), and collaborates with bureau Olivia
sappey d’anjou. He lives and works in Paris (FR).
Web site and full biography : www.antoineschmitt.com
Recent and future exhibitions (selection) :
Solo
Espace Jean de Joigny (Joigny, FR, feb18)
Galerie Charlot, (Paris, FR, mar15)
La Filature Scène Nationale (Mulhouse, FR, may15)
Collective, Concerts
Madatac Festival (Madric, ES, mar19)
Festival Digital Choc (Tokyo, JP, feb19)
ENSA Val de Seine (Paris, FR, jan19)
Festival Multiplicidades (Rio, BR, nov18)
SP Urban Festival (Sao Paulo, BR, nov18)
MUTEK Buenos Aires (Buenos Aires, AR, sept18)
Festival Vision Sonoras (Moralia, MX, sept18)
Centre Pompidou (Paris, FR, mar18, jul18)
Mapping Festival (Genève, CH, may18)
Stuttgart Filmwinter Festival (Stuttgart, DE, fev18)
BIAN Nemo (Paris, FR, nov17)
Fondation Vasarely (Aix, FR, sept17)
MART Gallery (Dublin, IR, jul17)
Volta13 Art Fair (Basel, CH, jun17)
Hortus 2.0 (EDIS, Avignon, FR, jun17)
SOU Festival (Tbilissi, Georgie, mai17)
White Box (NYC, USA, feb17)
Institut Français (St Petersbourg, RU, dec16)
OCAT (Shenzhen, CN, nov16)
Daegu Museum (Daegu, Korea, jun16)
Festival Bains Numériques (Enghien, FR, jun16)
Gaité Lyrique (Paris, apr16)
Centre Pompidou Metz (Metz, FR, mar16)
WWW (Tokyo, JP, mar16)
Galeria Odalys (Madrid, ES, mar16)
Art Paris Art Fair (Maris, mar15, mar16)
Arts Santa Monica (Barcelone, ES, jan16)

